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M ultigrid with matrix-de{>endent transfer operators 
for convection-dIffusion problems 

by 

Arnold Reusken 

1. Introduction 
At several places (e.g. [1,6,8,9,13,14}) it is claimed that one should use matrix-dependent 
prolongations and restrictions when solving interface problems or convection-diffusion prob
lems using multigrid. Recently, in [10], a theoretical analysis has been presented which yields 
a further justification of this claim. In [10] it is proved that for 1D convection- diffusion prob
lems the use of suitable matrix-dependent transfer operators results in a multi grid method 
which is robust w.r.t. variation in the amount of cOllvection, even if one uses damped Jacobi 
for smoothing. In section 2 we briefly discuss the approach used in [10] and give some im
portant results from [10]. 
The main subject of this paper is a generalization of the ID approach in [10] (cf. §2), result
ing in a new multigrid method for 2D convection- diffusion problems. This 2D method is 
based on the following. A given matrix on a "fine" grid is modified using a suitable lumping 
procedure (e.g. a 9-point star is reduced to a 5-point star by using an approximation based 
on linear interpolation), then for this modified operator the Schur complement w.r.t. the 
coarse grid is local and can be computed with low costs. In a preprocessing phase, starting 
with a given matrix on the finest grid, this approach is applied recursively and (in a natural 
way) results in matrix- dependent prolongations and restrictions and coarse-grid operators 
which satisfy the Galerkin condition. Also, in this framework, a modification of the standard 
multigrid method is suggested: a prescribed additional correction, complementary to the 
coarse grid correction, is introduced. 
In §3 we remain close to the red-black structure of the ID case (§2). We explain the prepro
cessing phase and modified multigrid method for the case with uniform square grids and with 
a red-black structure for coarsening (Le. h -+ /2h). Some theoretical results, e.g. w.r.t. 
stability of the coarse grid matrices, are given. Numerical results are presented which show 
robustness of the method. These results also suggest that the modified multigrid method 
without any pre- or postsmoothing already yields a fairly efficient and robust method. Thus, 
in problems with strong convection, our approach may lead to methods which are better 
suitable for parallization than ma.ny existing multigrid methods in which smoothing in the 
direction of the flow is generally required. The use of one (robust) four-direction Gauss
Seidel pre-smoothing may improve the efficiency of the method on a sequential computer. 
The principle of lumping and Schur complement computation is not restricted to uniform 
grids with a red-black structure. In §4 we briefly explain our multigrid method for the case 
with uniform square grids and standard h -+ 2h coarsening. Results of numerical experiments 
again show robustness. 

2. Matrix-dependent transfer operators for ID convection-diffusion problems 

In this section we briefly discuss the approach used in [10} and we give some results from [10J. 
In section 3 we then generalize this approach, resulting in a method for 2D problems. 

We consider a second order linear elliptic two-point boundary value problem of the form 
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{

-ctp"(X)+13(X)tp'(X)+15(X)tp(X)=J(X) xE]O,l[ 
(2.1) 

tp(O) = <p(1) = 0 

with c E]O, 1], 13, 6 and f sufficiently smooth, 15(x) ~ 0 for all x E]O, 1[. 

For convenience we use a sequence of uniform grids, although our analysis still holds if we 
only assume that the grids are quasi-uniform. Let h := 1/(N + 1) be the mesh size parameter 
and Xi := ih, i = 0,1, ... , N + 1. We use the notation Uh := JRN; i E U h corresponds to 
the grid point Xi. The problem (2.1) is discretized using a three-point difference scheme; the 
resulting operator Lh: Uh -+ Uh can be represented with a difference star [-ah.i bh,i -Ch,i] 
in the grid point Xi. For notational convenience we drop the h index in the difference star, 
and thus (with al = CN = 0): 

(2.2) i=1,2, ... ,N. 

We make the following stability assumption concerning the discretization method: 

(AI) Lh is a weakly diagonally dominant M - matrix. 

We refer to [7] for numerical discretization methods that satisfy (AI). We take an arbitrary 
"fine" grid with mesh size h and a corresponding "coarse" grid with mesh size H = 2h. The 
coarse grid space is denoted by UH = JRNH with NH := MN - 1). 

We now discuss the components for a two-grid method. 
Smoothing operator. For smoothing we use a (damped) Jacobi or Gauss-Seidel method. Let 

be a splitting which corresponds to the Jacobi or Gauss-Seidel method. We consider smooth
ing methods with iteration matrix 

(2.4) SO,h := 1- OW;l Lh, () E]O, 1] . 

Grid transfers. We use the matrix-dependent prolongation p: U H -+ Uh and restriction 
r: U h -+ U H as given in [8, 13]. In stencil notation we have: 

Coarse-grid operator. We use the Galerkin approach: 
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For an analysis of the two-grid method we introduce a red-black ordering of the fine-grid 
nodes. We define the permutation matrix Q: Uh --;. Uh by 

(2.8) 

We use the notation: 

(2.9) p := Qp, f:= rQT, Lh:= QLhQT =: [ AAll -AAI2 ] . 
- 21 22 

An easy calculation (cf. [10]) yields the following 
LEMMA 2.1. The following holds: 

(2.10a) 

(2.10b) 

(2.10c) C2i+l ] - -b- C2i . 
2i+l 

REMARK 2.2. From (2.10b) we see that, apart from a scaling factor, LH equals the Schur com
plement of Lh. As a consequence LH is an M-matrix. Using (2.lOc) one can verify that LH is 
weakly diagonally dominant. It follows that the Galerkin approach with matrix-dependent 
grid transfer operators yields stable three-point operators on all coarser grid. 

Let Qo : Uh --;. Uh be a dia.gonal matrix with (QO)i,i = 1 if i is odd and (Qoki = 0 is i 
is even; also Dh := diag(Lh). 
The proof of the following lemma is included because it is fundamental for th~ generalization 
to the 2D case in §3. 
LEMMA 2.3. The following holds: 

L - 1 L-l Q D-1 
h -p H r = 0 h . 

PROOF. Let S := A22 - A21All A 12 . Using lemma 2.1 we get 

L-1 _ L-1 -QT(L-1 AL-1~)Q_QT(L-1 [AIlAI2]S-1[A A-I I])Q. h P H r - h - P H 1 - h - I 21 11 

Note that 

(2.11) 
[ 

A -I + A-I A S-lA A-I A-1 A S-1 1 
A 11 11 12 21 11 11 12 

L - 1 -h -

S-1 A21All S-l 
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H L-1 L-1 . - QT [All 0] Q - Q D-1 0 ence h - P H 1 - 0 0 - 0 h . 

Lemma 2.3 yields the following approximation property (where" . 1100 can be replaced by 
another norm): 

(2.12) 

which clearly shows robustness. Numerical experiments in [10] indicate that if one uses 
standard prolongation (linear interpolation) and standard weighted restriction a robust ap
proximation property (as in (2.12)) does not hold. 
In [10] the approximation property in (2.12) is combined with an analysis of the smoothing 
property. As an example we give the result for the damped Jacobi method with () = !. Then 

holds, and for the two-grid method we then have 

which clearly shows robustness of the two-grid method. 

REMARK 2.4. In the 1D case a multigrid method is (only) interesting for theoretical model 
problem purposes. Of course, specific 1D phenomena may occur. For example, it may happen 
that a multigrid method becomes a direct solver for a special choice of its components. Such 
a direct method results if one uses red-black Gauss-Seidel as a smoother (cf. [8] Exercise 

2.7.6). In the framework of this section a direct solver results if the term [Ar/ ~] in (2.11) 

is included in the two-grid method (cf. §3 below). 

3. Generalization to a multigrid method for 2D convection-diffusion problems 

In this section we derive a multigrid method for 2D convection- diffusion problems based on 
the approach of §2. 
We consider a second order elliptic BVP on f2 = [0, IF and use uniform grids for discretiza
tion. In Remark 4.4 we comment on the case with nonuniform grids. 
In this section we remain close to the red-black structure of §2, i.e. we use red-black coars
ening h -+ V2h. In §4 we use the more standard h -+ 2h coarsening. 

3.1. Lumping method 
We consider grids as indicated in Figure 1. 
Spaces of grid functions are denoted by G(f2h),G(f2H), etc. For ease we assume Dirichlet 
boundary conditions, and thus the grids only contain points in the interior of the unit square. 
Clearly on Oh we have a red-black partitioning of the nodes: Oh = (Oh \OH) U OH. The 
points in (flh \OH) have label! and the points in OR (coarse grid) have label 2. Let there be 
given a discretization method resulting in a nonsingular operator Ah: G(Oh) -+ G(Oh)' We 
use the standard nodal basis with red-black ordering of the nodes. Then Ah is represented 
in block-matrix form as 
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(3.1) 

'" / 

'" / 

/ '" '" / 
/ '" '" / 
Fig. 1 

/ 

'" / 

'" 

nh: {x} U {o} U {.} 

nH := n-/2h: {x} U {OJ 
n2h: {x} 

The fundamental step in the proof of Lemma 2.3 is based on the factorization 

* 
If Ah corresponds to a 5-point stencil [* * *] then All is diagonal and the grid transfer 

* operators 

are local. The coarse grid operator AH := r AhP is also local but corresponds to a 9-point 
stencil and thus we cannot repeat the same procedure to go to the next coarser grid: A 
red-black partitioning yields a matrix AH which corresponds to a 5-point stencil and thus P 
and r as in (3.3) are not suitable anymore. 
In order to be able to repeat the same procedure we introduce a lumping strategy on a given 
grid nh as in Fig. 1 which maps a 9-point difference star in a point of nh \nH on a 5- point 
star in the same point. The lumping method we use is as follows. Assume we have the 
following 9-point star in a grid point of Qh \nH: 

We replace this stencil by: 

(3.5b) f3N = aN + aNW + QNE, f3w = Qw + QNW + QSW , 

13M = QM - (aNw + QNE + QSW + QSE), f3E = QE + QNE + QSE , 

f3s = as + asw + QSE . 
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Obvious modifications are used close to the boundary. The same procedure can be used if we 
have a 9-point stencil on a square rotated grid (as f!H in Fig. 1). The lumping procedure is 
based on a linear interpolation approximation: in the given equation (with star as in (3.4)) 
the unknown UNW is replaced by -UM + UN + Uw which is just the value in NW of the plane 
through uM, UN, UW. 

In matrix form, the lumping procedure yields a matrix 

(3.6) 

with An diagonal and A12 corresponding to a 4-point stencil. The prolongation and restric
tion 

[ All AU] --1 (3.7) P == I ,r = [A21 A ll I] 

are local and easy to compute. 

REMARK 3.1. A lumping procedure combined with Schur complement computation is used in 
[2J too. However, in [2] only SPD problems are considered. Also the lumping in [2] (adding 
off-diagonal coefficients to the diagonal) is different from ours; numerical experiments have 
shown that the use of this lumping procedure in many cases does not yield a convergent 
multigrid iteration for convection-diffusion problems. In [2] a recursive (polynomial) pre
conditioner is constructed that is combined with a CG iteration. Our method fits in the 
classical multigrid framework: coarse-grid correction (using matrix-dependent p and r) and 
smoothing yield an efficient solver (CG acceleration is not used). Finally we note that in 
[2] only meshes with red-black orderings are considered; our approach seems to be rather 
general and can be used in other cases, too (e.g. h -+ 2h coarsening, d. §4). 

3.2. Preprocessing phase 
Let there be given a sequence of square grids as in Fig.1 n1 c !h c ... c De (mesh size ratio 
V2), and let there be given a discretization operator on De which corresponds to a 9-point 
(or 5-point) stencil. We construct Ak, 1 ::; k < e and Pk : fh-l --'0 Dk, rk: nk ---+ f!k-l, 2 ::; 
k :::; e as follows: 

A 
lumping (if necessary) A- as in (3.7) 

C ---+ 'I! ~ PC,?'I! 

1 Schur complement 

(3.8) A 
lumping 

£-1 ---+ 
- as in (3.7) 

Ae-1 -+ Pe-l,re-l 

1 Schur complement 

AC-l -. etc .. 

It is easy to check that the Schur complement (Ak-l) of an operator with a 5-point stencil in 
the red (label 1) points has a 9-point stencil, and thus the lumping procedure of subsection 
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3.1 can be applied to Ak-I' In the multigrid algorithm below we use Pk, rk (2 ::; k S; e), Ak 
and the diagonal block (Ak)ll (1 S; k S; e). Note that (Ak)ll is diagonal. 

A Galerkin property which can be used for constructing the Schur complement is given 
in the following lemma (cf. (2.7), (2.10b) 

[ 
Bll -BIZ] LEMMA 3.2. Let B := B B ' 

- 21 22 

Then for the Schur complement B22 - B 21 B1} BI2 of B the following holds: 

COROLLARY 3.3. For computing the Schur complement Ak-1 of Ak one can use (3.9). For 
Xi, Xj in the coarse (H) grid !h-l we have 

Note that Pke? is just the star of Pk in Xj and Ar e7 is the star of Ak in Xi, which is the same 
as the star of Ak in Xi (because lumping only changes Ak in the points in fh \ Ok-I)' 

In Theorem 3.4 we present a stability result for the coarse grid matrices Ak (1 S; k < f). 
A point Xj f:. Xi, with Xj,Xi E Ok, is called a "closest neighbour of xi" if dist(xj,xi) = 
min{ dist(x m , Xi) I xm E nk, Xm f:. xd· 

THEOREM 3.4. We assume that the 9-point operator Ae = (a~?) has the following prop
erties: 

(3.lOa) "sign property" : a~J) S; 0 for all if:. j, a~1) > 0 for all i . 

(3.10b) "diagonal dominance" : L la~? I S; a~;) for all i, with inequality for at least one i . 
Ji:i 

(3.10c) "connected graph property": for every i: aW f:. 0 for all j for which 
X j E Of is a closest neighbour of Xi E Sie . 

Then for all k with 1 :s: k < f Ak = (a~;) has the properties (3.10a-c) with f replaced by k. 

PROOF. Assume that Ak (with a 9-point stencil) is such that (3.lOa-c) are satisfied with 
f replaced by k. Ak-l results from Ak as follows: Ak-lumping -+ Ak-Schur complement 
-+ Ak-l' We first consider the lumping procedure. In Xi E nk\Ok-l we have stars for Ak, Ak 
as in (3.4), (3.5) respectively; coefficients corresponding to boundary points (Xj E an) are 
taken zero. Due to (3.10a,c) we have ap < 0 for all P E {N, W,E,5'}\aO, ap S; 0 for all 
P E {NW, N E, 5'W, S E}, aM > O. Using this and (3.10b) it follows that f3p < 0 for all 
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P E {N, W,E,S}\an and th.r > o. Also note that {3M - LP=I=M {3p = aM + LP=I=M ap 
holds. Hence for Ak the sign property, diagonal dominance and the connected graph property 
hold. 

We now consider the step in which the Schur complement is formed. With Ak := [ AAu -AA12
] 

- 21 22 
(cf. (3.6» we have Ak-l = A22 - A2IAIl A 12 . Using Corollary 3.3 it is easy to check that 
the connected graph property holds for Ak-l. Note that Ak is an irreducibly diagonally 
dominant matrix with the sign property (3.10a), and thus Ak is an M-matrix. Hence Ak-1 
(Schur complement of Ak) is an M-matrix and thus the sign property holds for Ak-1. We 
use the notation e := (1,1, ... , ll; the length of this vector varies but it is clear from 

- - - 1 - 1-the context what it should be. Note that: A 11e - A12e ~ 0, All ~ 0, Ali A 12e :::; 
e, A21 ~ 0, -A21 ..4i"l ..412e ~ -A21e and -A2le + A 22e ~ 0. The last two inequalities 
yield Ak-Ie = (A22 - A2IAIl A12)e ~ 0. Because Ak-l is regular, (Ak-Ie)i > 0 holds for at 
least one i. Now it follows, using the sign property for Ak-1, that diagonal dominance holds 
for Ak-l. 0 

3.3. Two- a.nd 1nultigrid m,ethod 
We introduce the following two-grid method on level k for solving AkXk = bk (1 :S k :::; f). 

(3.11) 

(3.lla) 
(3.llb) 
(3.11c) 

(3.lld) 

Procedure TGMk(Xk, bk); 
Begin if k = 1 then Xk := A;;lbk else 

Begin 
for i := 1 to v do Xk := Sk(Xk, bk); 
dk := AkXk - bk; 
Z .- A-I rd· k·- k-I k k, 

[ 
(..4 )-1 0] 

Yk := '0 11 0 dk; 

(* smoothing *) 

(3.11e) Xk := Xk - PkZk - Yk ; 
end; 

end; 

Note that the correction in (3.11d) is not used in standard multigrid methods. The direct 
solver in (3.11c) can be replaced by a recursive call, which then yields a multigrid algorithm. 
The error iteration matrix of the linear smoothing method Sk is denoted by Sk, and the 
iteration matrices of the two- and multigrid methods are denoted by Ah and ML respectively. 

LEMMA 3.5. For the error iteration matrix Mk of the two-grid algorithm in (3.11) the 
following holds: 

(3.12) 

For the error iteration matrix ML of the corresponding multigrid method with J recursive 
calls, the following holds with rinj := [0 I]: 

(3.13a) 
(3.13b) 

M{ = 0 
k ~ 2: ML = 1'vh + Pk(Mk-1 pAk21 J'kAkSI: 

= (I - Pk(Mk-IPrinj)Ah + Pk(Mk-1PrinjSI: . 
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PROOF. Let xl be the result of v smoothing iterations. Then for Xk as in (3.11e) we have: 

This yields the result in (3.12). The first equality in (3.13b) follows from a similar cal
culation for the error propagation in the multigrid method, in which Zk is replaced by 
(I - (MLlrr)A'k~lrkdk' For the second equality in (3.13b) the identity rkih = [0 Ak-l] is 
used. 0 

The correction with Yk in (3.11d,e) introduces some natural smoothing in the two-grid 
method. This can be seen from another point of view, too: The result of the two-grid 
method in (3.11) is not changed, if (3.11d,e) is replaced by the following: 

(3.11d') Yk:= h(ih, PkZk, dk) := result of one Jacobi iteration in the points of 
flk \Qk-l for the system ;hWk = dk with start PkZk • 

(3.11e') Xk:= Xk - Yk • 

To verify that this leads to the same iteration matrix as in (3.12) one may use the following: 

From Lemma 3.5 we see that the two-grid convergence is determined by the combined ef
fect of lumping (I - A'k1 Ak) and smoothing (St). Note that the coarse grid operator and 
transfer operators do not occur in the error iteration matrix. This is due to the fact that 
the coarse-grid correction + additional correction (Yk in (3.lId)) yield a direct solver for the 
defect equation AkWk = dk. 
For a two-grid convergence analysis one needs suitable tools for analyzing the effect of the 
lumping procedure. This is a subject of current research (cf. Remark 4.4). 

REMARK 3.6. We state two convergence results which can be proved. These proofs, however, 
will not be given in this paper. 
1. Let At be the standard 5-point discretization of the Poisson equation. Lumping in all 
points of Qk + Schur complement computation yields coarse-grid matrices Ak (k < l) with 
star 

(3.14) 
-1 -2 
-2 12 
-1 -2 

-1.] -2 . 
-1 
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Fourier analysis (on n = [0, l-F; Dirichlet Be) can be used to prove the following: 

in (3.12) we take v = 0; then Me = 0, IIMkl12 ~ ~ 1 ~ k < l. 

in (3.12) we take damped Jacobi with damping () = 0.75; then MR. 
~(2V)211 /(2v + 1)211+1 (1 ~ k < e) (note: v = 1 -+ 2/27). 

The latter bound, and numerical results (cf. below) show that our method is competitive 
with the many fast Poisson equation solvers that already exist. 
2. We neglect boundary conditions and consider an infinite grid with a constant difference 
star 

[ 

0 -1 

[Adi = :2 -1 4 
e 0-1 

-~ 1 + ~ [ -~ ~ ~ 1 o he 0 -1 0 

(i.e. -E~U + U x + u y with full upwind discretization). 
Analysis of lumping in all points of nk + Schur complement computation yields explicit 
recursion formulas for the coefficients in the star of Ak (k < f). Using Fourier analysis one 
can prove: 

This shows robustness: even with v = 0 (cf. (3.11» we have two-grid contraction numbers 
~ 0.8 for all k with 1 ~ k ~ e (i.e. independent of hk) and all E > o. 

REMARK 3.7. We note that for the Poisson equation the bound for the two-grid contraction 
number of our method (cf. Remark 3.6.1) is the same as for the two-grid methods in [11,3,4]. 
In these papers red-black coarsening and a matrix-dependent prolongation are used too. 
However, there are significant differences. This is already clear from the form of the two-grid 
iteration matrix as in (3.12). There is no lumping procedure in [11,3,4J and in [11,3,4] the 
coarse-grid matrices are all derived from (standa.rd) discretization of the differential operator, 
whereas in our method we have other coarse-grid matrices (cf. (3.14) based on the Galerkin 
condition. The bound for the Poisson equation as in Remark 3.6.1 holds with damped Ja.cobi 
smoothing, whereas in [11,3,4] red-black Gauss- Seidel smoothing is used. Finally note that 
in [11,3,4] the main subject is an analysis of a very efficient multigrid solver for Poisson-like 
equations, whereas our purpose is to develop a robust and reasonably efficient muitigrid solver 
for convection-diffusion problems. 

3.4. Numerical experiments 
We consider the following class of convection-diffusion problems (c > 0): 

(3.15) 
{ 

-E~U + a(x,y)ux + b(x, y)uy = 0 in n =JO, 1[2 

u = 9 on an. 

The meshes we use are as in Fig. 1, with mesh size hk := (~)~k+l, k = 1,2, .. . ,e. For 
the preprocessing phase we only need a discretization on the finest grid ne. For ~ we use 
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the standard 5-point difference star and the convection part is discretized using standard full 
upwind differences (d. e.g. [13]). Note that this results in a 5-point M-matrix Ai. 
In the preprocessing phase coarse-grid matrices Ak (1 ::; k < e), which are 9-point M-matrices, 
prolongations and restrictions and diagonal matrices (fh)1l are constructed. The multigrid 
algorithm of §3.3 can now be applied; the only components which have to be specified are: 8 
(smoothing operator), v (# smoothings), 1 (# recursive calls). 
In the experiments below we always take a four-direction Gauss-Seidel smoothing. The fol
lowing sequence of directions is used in all experiments: "for i = 1 to n do for j = 1 to n, for 
i = n downto 1 do for j = n downto 1, for j = 1 to n do for i = 1 to n, for j = n downto 
1 do for i = n downto I", where (i,j) corresponds to the grid point (ih,jh). So we do not 
adjust the ordering of the grid points to the direction of the flow. 

We measure arithmetic costs per iteration in terms of the unit Di: the arithmetic costs 
for one defect calculation on the finest grid. Note that for a standard multigrid V-cycle 
(h -+ v'2ii coarsening) with v = 2 smoothings the costs are roughly 8Di. 

Numerical results for the following algorithms are presented: 

Alg. 1: v = 1, 1=0 (only Gauss-Seidel). Costs ~ 4Dc. 

Alg. 2: v = 0, 1=1 (8 not used). Costs ~ 5Dc. 

Alg. 3: v = v(k), with v(k) = 0 if k ::j:. e -1, vee - 1) = 1 (smoothing on second finest level 
only), 1 = 1. Costs ~ 9Dc· 

W.r.t. Algorithm 3 we note that we do not use smoothing on level f because I - All Ac = 0, 
and numerical experiments have shown that smoothing on level k < f - 1 in general does not 
improve the efficiency of the method. 

In all the experiments we take a fixed arbitrary starting vector x(O). If the error after the 
m-th iteration is denoted by e(m), we use as a. measure for the error reduction: 

or 

EXPERIMENT 3.1. (as in [12,14]). We take: 

a(x, y) = (2y - 1)(1 - x 2
), b(x, y) = 2xy(y - 1) ; 

g(x, y) = sin(7rx) + sin(137rx) + sin(7rY) + sin(137rY) . 

In Table 1 we show values of h D . 
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algorithm 1 algorithm 2 algorithm 3 

€ h£ = 1/64 he = 1/128 he = 1/64 h£ = 1/128 he = 1/64 

10° 0.76 0.78 0.25 0.26 0.056 

10-2 0.84 0.80 0.43 0.45 0.21 

10-4 0.46 0.90 0.85 0.91 0.025 

Table 1. 

EXPERIMENT 3.2. (strong convection in part of the domain). We take 

a( x, y) = as in Experiment 1 if y ::; 1.2.5x, zero otherwise; 
b( x, y) = as in Experiment 1 if y ::; 1.25x, zero otherwise. 

g as in Experiment 1, € = 10-4. In Table 2 we show values of b D. 

he = 1/128 

0.10 

0.23 

0.095 

algorithm 1 algorithm 2 algorithm 3 

he = 1/64 he = 1/128 he = 1/64 he = 1/128 he = 1/64 he = 1/128 

0.76 0.79 0.86 0.92 0.080 0.13 

Table 2. 

EXPERIMENT 3.3. (as in [5], rotating flow). We take 

a(x, y) = sin(7rY) cos(7rx), b(x, y) = - cos(7rY) sin(7rx), g(x, y) = 0 . 

In Table 3 we show values of 8 E. 

. 
algorithm 1 algorithm 2 algorithm 3 

€ he = 1/64 h£ = 1/128 he = 1/64 he = 1/128 he = 1/64 he = 1/128 

10° 0.97 0.99 0.27 0.30 0.053 0.075 

10-2 0.95 0.99 0.33 0.35 0.091 0.15 

10-4 0.15 0.60 0.44 0.46 0.0042 0.030 

Table 3. 

EXPERIMENT 3.4. (random 5-point M-matrix). 'vVe use a random number generator, which 
generates random numbers in [0, 1], to fill all off-diagonal places of 5-point stars in all interior 
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grid points. The diagonal coefficients are taken such that the sum in each star is zero. Clearly 
this resultsin a 5-point M-matrix. 
We take the right hand side and boundary values equal to zero. 
In Table 4 we show values of DE. 

algorithm 1 algorithm 2 algorithm 3 

he = 1/64 he = 1/128 he = 1/64 he = 1/128 hi = 1/64 he = 1/128 

0.975 0.991 0.36 0.39 0.17 0.27 

Table 4 

REMARK 3.8. From the experiments above one may infer the following. Algorithm 1 shows 
results as expected. In all experiments algorithm 2, in which only the diagonal matrix (Ak)ll 
(cf. (3.11d,e» is used for smoothing, converges; this indicates that our approach w.r.t. the 
coarse grid correction is satisfactory. In certain cases, e.g. Exp. 3.1 with t: = 10°, t: = 10-2 , 

Exp. 3.3 with t: = 10°, c = 10-2 , Exp. 3.4, algorithm 2 which has low costs per iteration and 
is easy parallizable has an "acceptable" convergence rate. In cases where the convergence 
rate of algorithm 2 is rather low, the use of four-direction Gauss-Seidel on level i-I (Le. 
algorithm 3) yields a significant improvement. 
Clearly Experiment 3.4 is not related to a pde problem. This experiment is done to give 
some further indication of the robustness of algorithm 2. Note the tremendous difference in 
efficiency between algorithm 2 and algorithm 1 in Experiment 3.4. 

4. A lumping method suitable for h -+ 2h coarsening 
In a multigrid situation with grids 0 1 C fl2 C ... c fle we have the following natural block 
decomposition for a given matrix on a "fine" grid flk: 

(4.1 ) 1 ' 
with [All - Ad and [-A21 An] corresponding to the equations in the grid points in 
Ok \flk-l and Ok-1 respectively. 
In this section we briefly discuss the case in which the grids flk are nested uniform square 
grids on fl = [0, IF with mesh size hk = 2- k , as indicated in Figure 2. 

flk: {o} U {.} m 
Fig. 2 

flk-l : {o} 

Assume that Ak: G(Ok) -+ G(flk) corresponds to a 9- point star. In Ok \!h-l we have 
three types of grid points: P, Q, R (d. Fig. 2). We define a lumping method based on 
bilinear interpolation (d. §3.1). For example, in the grid point P = (i,j) we modify the 
equation as follows. The unknown UNW in the grid point R = (i - I,j + 1) is replaced by 
!( u( i - 2, j + 1) + u( i, j + 1». A similar interpolation is done in the other neighbouring points 
in Ok \flk-l. Thus, we modify the star in P as follows: 
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[

aww aN aNE 1 [,Bmvw 0 ,BN 0 ,BNEE 1 
(4.2) aw aM (XE --+ 0 0 aM 0 0 , 

asw as (XSE ,Bsww 0 ,Bs 0 ,BSEE 

The preprocessing phase of §3.2 (cf. (3.S)) can be used and results in 17- point prolongation 
operators, 9-point restriction operators and 9-point coarse-grid operators Ak (k < i). A 
stability result as in Theorem 3.4 holds in this situation too, because the lumping strategy 
is such that the properties in (3.lOa-c) are preserved. 

Numerical experiments 
We apply the multigrid method of §3.3 to the problems of Experiments 3.2, 3.3, 3.4. We 
present results for the following variants: 

Alg. A: v = 0, 1=2 (HI-cycle; S not used). Costs ~ 4De. 

Alg. B: v = v(k), with v(k) = 0 if k < e, vee) = 1 (smoothing with four-direction Gauss
Seidel on finest grid only), I = 2. Costs ~ SDe. 

In Algorithm B a parameter w(k) is introduced in step (3.11e) of the algorithm: Xk := 
Xk - W(k)(pkZk + Yk). It turns out that w(k) = 1 for k < f, w(f) := w "# 1 may yield an 
improved convergence rate. 
Below we use fiD, fiE as defined in §3.4. 

EXPERIMENT 4.1. Problem as in Experiment 3.2. he = 1/64, w = 1.5 in Algorithm B. 
This yields fiD = O.Sl for Algorithm A and fiD = 0.17 for Algorithm B. 

EXPERIMENT 4.2. Problem as in Experiment 3.3. he = 1/64. In Table 5 we show values of 
OE. 

E algorithm A algorithm B 
10° 0.52 0.OS2 

10-2 0.46 0.15 
10-4 0.64 0.022 

Table .5. 

EXPERIMENT 4.3. Problem as in Experiment 3.4. he 
Algorithm A and OE = 0.31 (w = 1.S) for Algorithm B. 

(w=1.65) 
(w = 1.1) 
(w = O.S) 

1/64. This yields fiE 0.61 for 

These experiments show that the applicability of our method does not critically depend 
on a red-black coarsening structure. 

REMARK 4.4. If the block matrix Ak in (4.1) results from a linear finite element discretization 
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on unstructured nested triangulations then a lumping method similar to the one discussed 
in this section can be used to transform the matrix An to a diagonal matrix All. Again the 
approach of §3.2, 3.3 can be applied. Numerical experiments for this case have not been done 
yet. 
Finally we want to emphasize that a thorough (theoretical) analysis concerning the effect of 
lumping is still lacking. It is not clear when/why a "suitable" lumping procedure, possibly in 
combination with a relaxation method, results in a multigrid method with nice convergence 
propertes (e.g. w.r.t. variation in mesh size and in convection/diffusion ratio). However, 
we believe that multigrid methods based on the principle of lumping and Schur complement 
computation deserve further analysis, because of the following: 

in the 1D case a rigorous analysis shows that the resulting grid transfers and coarse-grid 
operators result in a robust multigrid method. 

there is a rather general framework: One has to choose the components lumping and 
relaxation and then the prolongations, restrictions, coarse-grid operators and a (modified) 
multigrid method are derived from these. 

applied to the Poisson equation it results in an efficient method. 

the coarse-grid operators inherit a stability property from the operator on the finest grid. 

for convection-diffusion problems it may lead to multigrid methods which are relatively 
easy parallizable (we avoid relaxation in the direction of the flow). 

numerical experiments on square grids show that this approach may result in fairly effi
cient and robust methods. 

Ackowledgement. The author wishes to thank Prof.dr. Gabriel Wittum for fruitful discus
SIOns. 
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